We investigate vortex solutions to the Abelian Higgs field equations in a four dimensional de Sitter spacetime background. We obtain both static and dynamic solutions with axial symmetry that are generalizations of the Nielsen-Olesen gauge vortices in flat spacetime. The static solution is located in the static patch of de Sitter space. We numerically solve the field equations in an inflationary (big bang) patch and find a time dependent vortex soution. We show that the effect of the vortex is to create a deficit angle in the spacetime. We comment on the relationship of these solutions to their anti de Sitter counterparts, and on their possible holographic interpretation.
Introduction
De Sitter spacetimes are becoming of increasing interest in theoretical physics for a variety of reasons. They provide interesting arenas in which to study the classical no-hair conjecture first proposed by Ruffini and Wheeler [1] , which states that after a given distribution of matter undergoes complete gravitational collapse, the only long range information of the resultant black hole is its electromagnetic charge, mass and angular momentum. The verification of this conjecture for a scalar field minimally coupled to gravity in asymptotically flat black-hole spacetimes has been extended to its de Sitter counterpart [2] , [3] . While it is tempting to extend the no-hair theorem claim to all forms of matter, it is known that some long range Yang-Mills and/or quantum hair can be "painted" on a black hole [4] . Explicit calculations have been carried out which verify the existence of a long range Nielsen-Olesen vortex solution as a single stable hair for a Schwarzchild black hole in four dimensions [5] , although it might be argued that this situation falls outside the scope of the classical no-hair theorem due to the non trivial topology of the string configuration.
Another motivation is connected with the recently proposed holographic duality between quantum gravity on de Sitter (dS) spacetime and a quantum field theory living on the past boundary of dS spacetime [6] . This proposed correspondence is undergoing extensive study in various directions [7] - [17] . So far this work suggests that the conjectured dS/CFT correspondence has a lot of similarity with the AdS/CFT correspondence, although some interpretive issues remain [13] .
Motivated by these considerations, we pursue in this paper a study of vortex solutions in de Sitter spacetimes. We have already shown that the U(1) Higgs field equations have a vortex solution in both a four dimensional AdS spacetime [18] and in a four dimensional Schwarzschild-AdS background [19] . Employing the well known AdS/CFT correspondence conjecture, the boundary conformal field theory can detect the presence of the vortex in the four dimensional AdS spacetime: the mass density of the vortex solution is encoded in the discontinuity of the two-point correlation function of the dual conformal operator [18] . We have also shown that vortex solutions exist in the background of rotating Kerr-AdS and charged Reissner-Nordstrom-AdS black holes [20] , even in the extremal case. Concurrently, it has recently been shown that in an asymptotically AdS spacetime that a black hole can have scalar hair [21] . Indeed, insofar as the no-hair theorem is concerned it has been shown that there exists a solution to the SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mills equations which describes a stable Yang-Mills hairy black hole that is asymptotically AdS [4] .
We therefore seek to learn if an analog of vortex holography discussed in [18] holds true for dS spacetime. In this article we take the first steps toward consideration of such a holographic phenomenon by searching for possible solutions of the Abelian Higgs field equations in a four dimensional dS background. Although an analytic solution to these equations appears to be intractable, we confirm by numerical calculation that vortex solutions do exist in dS spacetime. We find both static and time-dependent vortex solutions. The static solution corresponds to a core of vortex field energy located within the cosmological horizon in a static patch of dS spacetime. In the time-dependent solution, the energy of the vortex core is diluted by the cosmological expansion in an inflationary patch. To our knowledge this is the first construction of vortex solutions in asymptotically dS spacetimes.
In section two, we solve numerically the Abelian-Higgs equations in the static dS background for different values of the cosmological constant. In section three, we compute the effect of the vortex solution to the dS spacetime. In section four, we solve numerically the same equations in the big bang patch of dS background. This is the first investigation of time dependent vortices in curved spacetime. We give some closing remarks in the final section.
Abelian Higgs Vortex in static de Sitter Spacetime
In this section, we consider the abelian Higgs Lagrangian in the background of de Sitter spacetime
where Φ is a complex scalar Klein-Gordon field, F µν is the field strength of the electromagnetic field A µ and D µ = ∇ µ + ieA µ in which ∇ µ is the covariant derivative. We employ Planck units G =h = c = 1 which implies that the Planck mass is equal to unity. We use the following four dimensional static dS spacetime background
where cosmological constant Λ is equal to
The horizon is at r = l and so the range of coordinate r is bounded to 0 ≤ r ≤ l. In this coordinate system ∂/∂t is a future-pointing timelike Killing vector in only one diamond of the Penrose diagram [22] which generates the symmetry t → t + t 0 for any constant t 0 . In other diamonds of the Penrose diagram, this Killing vector is spacelike or else past-pointing timelike. After redefining the new fields X(
and employing a suitable gauge, the equations of motion for a string with winding number N, are
where ρ = r sin θ and α = . Note that by changing l to il, equations (4) and (5) change to the equations of motion in the AdS background [18] , or the m = 0 equations discussed in [19] . We have solved the above equations numerically for dS spacetimes with l = 3, 5, 10 and unit winding number using the over-relaxation method [23] . Figure 1 shows the results for our calculation and also compares them with the vortex fields in the AdS spacetime [18] . For fixed ρ ≤ 3, the X field of the dS spacetime decreases with decreasing l, in contrast to the AdS spacetime which X field increases with decreasing l.
AdS(l=3)
AdS (l=5) dS (l=10) dS (l=5) dS ( In general the value of the X field for AdS spacetime is always greater than its value for any dS spacetime for a given ρ. In other words, by increasing the cosmological constant Λ from −∞ to +∞, the X field decreases for fixed ρ. The X field of flat spacetime is located between the dS and AdS cases where |l| = ∞. Over this same range of Λ the value of the P field increases. Physically the negative cosmological constant exerts additional pressure on the vortex, causing it to become thinner; a positive cosmological constant has the opposite effect, causing the core of the vortex to expand beyond the thickness it would have in flat spacetime. Moreover, we expect that the effect of the vortex on dS spacetime is to create a deficit angle in the metric (2) by replacing ϕ → αϕ, which α is a constant. In the next section, we verify this point.
For r ≥ l, the coefficients of the (4) and (5) change sign and the numerical solution of the corresponding equations outside the cosmological horizon shows that the values of X and P fields remain at their respective constant values of 1 and 0. Consequently the vortex is confined totally behind the cosmological horizon. In the next section, we will find that in a different patch of dS spacetimes, the vortex solution exists everywhere in space and changes with time.
Vortex self gravity in static de Sitter space time
In this section, we consider the effect of the vortex on the dS 4 spacetime described by the static metric (2) . This requires finding the solutions of the coupled Einstein-Abelian Higgs differential equations in dS 4 . This is a formidable problem -even for flat spacetime no exact solutions have yet been found. Using a thin-core approximation and numerical methods, we obtained in [19] the effect of the vortex on the AdS 4 . Here, we use the same method to obtain the effect of the vortex on dS 4 spacetime.
To obtain physical results, we make some approximations. First, we again assume the thin-core approximation, namely that the thickness of the vortex is much smaller that all other relevant length scales. Second, we assume that the gravitational effects of the string are weak enough so that the linearized Einstein-Abelian Higgs differential equations are applicable. For convenience, in this section we use the following form of the metric of dS 4 .
In the absence of the vortex, we must have
, yielding the well known metric (2) of pure dS 4 . Employing the two assumptions concerning the thickness of the vortex core and its weak gravitational field, we solve numerically the Einstein field equations,
to the first order in ε = 8πG, where T µν is the energy-momentum tensor of the Abelian Higgs field in the dS background. To first order of approximation by taking g µν ≃ g
µν , where g
µν is the usual dS 4 metric, g (1) µν is the first order correction to the metric and writing
we obtain corrections to the three functions A 0 (r, θ), B 0 (r, θ) and C 0 (r, θ) in (8) . Hence in the first approximation the equations (7) become
where T (0) µν is the energy momentum tensor of string field in AdS 4 background metric, and G (1) µν is the correction to the Einstein tensor due to g (1) µν . The rescaled components of the energy momentum tensor of string in the background of dS 4 , are given by,
The Einstein equations (9) are
We consider the case l = 3, which the behaviour of X and P fields are given in figure 1 . By using the equations (10), we obtain figure 2 showing the behaviour of the stress tensor components inside the cosmological horizon versus ρ, whose minimum value is 0.1. We note that outside the cosmological horizon, the stress tensor vanishes due to the constant values of the vortex fields. With this knowledge, we solve the coupled differential equations (11), inside and outside the cosmological horizon which gives the behaviour of the functions A(ρ), B(ρ) and C(ρ). The results are plotted versus ρ in figure 3 . These results emphasize that the functions A(ρ) ≃ 1, B(ρ) ≃ 2 and C(ρ) ≃ 0 are constant over the entire range of ρ to this order in ε. A very tiny deviation from the constant values in the curves A(ρ), B(ρ) are due to the numerical calculation.
Hence by a redefinition of the time coordinate in (6) the metric can be rewritten as
which is the metric of dS space with a deficit angle. So, the effect of the vortex on dS 4 spacetime is to create a deficit angle in the metric (2) by replacing ϕ → αϕ, where α ≃ 1 + 2ε is a constant. The above calculation for the effect of the vortex on dS spacetimes is not restricted to the special case l = 3 and with other values of cosmological parameter l, the final result is the metric (12), with some other deficit angle α.
Abelian Higgs Vortex in a Big Bang Patch of de Sitter Spacetime
In this section, we consider the abelian Higgs Lagrangian (1) in the following coordinate system
where the coordinate τ ∈ (−∞, +∞). After using the new fields X(τ, r, θ), P µ (τ, r, θ) given by (3), and applying the radial variable R = √ x 2 + y 2 = r sin θ, the equations of motion for a string with winding number N read as
By numerically solving equations (14,15), we are able to show that a vortex solution exist on a dS spacetime background for different values of the winding number N and cosmological parameter l. As in the pure AdS case [18] and asymptotically AdS spacetimes [19] , [20] the results indicate that increasing the winding number yields a greater vortex thickness. Furthermore, for a vortex with definite winding number, the string core increases with decreasing l at constant positive time. The X and P fields less rapidly approach their respective maximum and minimum values at larger distances as l decreases.
To obtain numerical solutions of (14) and (15), we must first select appropriate boundary conditions. At large distances physical considerations motivate a clear choice. Since in the limit l → ∞, the results must be in agreement with the results of flat spacetime, we demand that the solutions approach the solutions of the vortex equations in the flat spacetime given in ref. [19] . This means that we demand X → 1 and P → 0 as R goes to infinity. On the symmetry axis of the string, we take X → 0 and P → 1 . Finally we take X = 1 and P = 0, everywhere at the initial time τ = −∞. In the following, we consider the case N = 1. We can straightforwardly obtain similar results for other values of winding number N.
We then employ a polar grid of points (R i , τ j ), where R goes from 0 to some large value R ∞ which is much greater than l and τ runs from a large negative number −τ ∞ to a large positive number τ ∞ .
We use the finite difference method and rewrite the non linear partial differential equation (14) and (15) as
where X ij = X(R i , τ j ) and P ij = P (R i , τ j ). For the interior grid points, the coefficients A ij , ..., F ′ ij can be straightforwardly determined from the corresponding continued differential equations (14) and (15) . Using the well known successive overrelaxation method [23] for the above mentioned finite difference equations, we obtain the values of X and P fields inside the grid. Initially, inside the grid points, we set the value of X and P fields 0 and 1 respectively which we denote them by X (0) and P (0) . Then these values of X and P fields are used in the next step to obtain the values of X and P fields inside the grid which could be denoted by X (1) and P (1) . Repeating this procedure, the value of the each field in the n-th iteration is related to the (n − 1)-th iteration by
where the residual matrices ζ (n) ij and ς (n) ij are the differences between the left and right hand sides of the equations (16) and (17) respectively, evaluated in the n-th iteration and ω is the overrelaxation parameter. The iteration is performed many times to some value n = K, such that i,j X (K) ij − X (K−1) ij < ε and i,j P (K) ij − P (K−1) ij < ε for a given error ε. It is a matter of trial and error to find the value of ω that yields the most rapid convergence. Some typical results of this calculation are displayed in figures 4 and 5 for value of l = 1.
In the figure 4, time is running from −τ ∞ to 0 whereas in 5 the time runs from 0 to τ ∞ . We notice that by increasing the time from −τ ∞ to 0, the string core increases rapidly to a well defined value at time τ = 0. Then increasing the time to more positive values, the string core increases more and more such that at time τ = τ ∞ , the X and P fields approach the constant values 0 and 1 respectively. So, we conclude that by increasing the time from −τ ∞ to τ ∞ , for which the constant time slices of the spacetime (13) become bigger and bigger, the string thickness becomes wider and wider. Moreover the energy density of the string spreads to bigger and bigger distances as time increases due to the larger size of the constant time slices. The preceding calculation of vortex fields on dS spacetimes is not restricted to the special case of l = 1; with other values of the cosmological parameter l, we obtain similar results. For time slices near τ = 0, the behaviour of the vortex fields do not change by changing the cosmological parameter l. The physical reason is that at this special time the spacetime is flat and independent of the cosmological constant, . However, if we consider a constant positive time slice, then by increasing the cosmological parameter l, the string thickness decreases; for a constant negative time slice, by increasing the cosmological parameter l, it increases. The asymmetric behaviour of string thickness for positive and negative times is due to the inflation function e 2τ /l in (13) . Hence by increasing l, the density of vortex field time-constant contours concentrates mainly near the time constant τ = 0 slice.
To obtain the effect of the vortex on the big bang patch of dS 4 spacetime, we use the results of the preceding section, in which we found that vortex induces a deficit angle on the static spacetime metric given in (12) . By using the following transformations,
the following metric
can be written in the well known static dS spacetime with deficit angle α given by (12) . Hence the effect of vortex on the big bang patch of dS spacetime is to create a deficit angle in the X-Y plane, constant in time evolution of spacetime.
Similar calculations for larger winding numbers show that increasing the winding number yields a greater vortex thickness in each constant time slice relative to winding number N = 1. This tendency runs counter to that of increasing l, for which the vortex thickness decreases on a constant positive time slice. As l → ∞ we can increase the winding number to larger and larger values, and we find that the resultant thickness increases. Hence the effect of increasing winding number to thicken the vortex dominates over the thinning of the vortex due to decreasing cosmological constant.
What we have found about the behaviour of the vortex is in the big bang patch of the dS spacetime can be straightforwardly generalized to the big crunch patch of the dS spacetime. The big crunch patch is given by replacing τ → −τ in the metric (13) . Increasing the time from −τ ∞ to τ ∞ , for which the constant time slices of the big crunch spacetime become smaller and smaller, the string thickness becomes narrower and narrower. In fact, increasing the time, the energy density of the string concentrates to smaller and smaller distances due to the smaller size of the constant time slices.
Conclusion
We have solved the Nielsen-Olesen equations in a static dS 4 background, and found that the Higgs and gauge fields are axially symmetric, with non-zero winding number. Our solution in the limit of large l (small cosmological constant) reduces to the well known flat-space solution. The solution (to leading order in the gravitational coupling) induces a deficit angle in dS 4 . We find in the static patch that an increasingly positive cosmological constant tends to make a thicker vortex solution due to cosmological expansion.
We solved the same equations in the big bang patch of the dS 4 background, and found that by increasing the time from early times at τ → −∞ to τ = 0, the string thickness increases from an infinitesimally small value to a finite size. Increasing the time to vary large values τ → +∞, the string thickness grows more and more, so that at future infinity, the string fields approach constant values everywhere. At past infinity, although the magnitude of the magnetic field goes to infinity near the string axis, the spatial dimensions shrink, yielding a constant value for the magnetic flux of the vortex. In contrast to past infinity, at future infinity, the magnetic field is very tiny over a big range of spatial coordinate, giving rise to the same value of the magnetic flux of the vortex at past infinity. The presence of a vortex in asymptotically dS spacetime technically violates the cosmic no-hair theorem in that the spacetime is not pure de Sitter; rather it is only locally dS due to the deficit angle induced from the non trivial topology of the vortex solution. Violation of the cosmic no hair theorem has also been observed in Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton theory with a positive cosmological constant [24] .
An interesting future challenge is that of obtaining a holographic description of a vortex solution in dS spacetimes. The boundary field theory will have to be on a sphere with the same deficit angle as that induced by the vortex. In the AdS case, the conformal two-point correlation function is obtained by evaluating the bulk propagator of a scalar field between two points on the boundary by integrating over all spacelike geodesics paths between the points, and the presence of a vortex is signified by a discontinuity in this correlation function [18] . However in the dS case the geodesic paths will be timelike, and will necessarily have to penetrate the cosmological horizon to detect a vortex in the static patch. Not all of I +/− is causally connected to the vortex, raising issues of causality reminiscent of those considered in the case of particles forming black holes in (2 + 1) dimensions [25] , and their resolution is far from clear.
Other problems include the generalization of these solutions to asymptotically dS spacetimes with black holes and the possible dS/CFT correspondence of these solutions. Work on these problems is in progress.
